Millington Adams
Fine antique furniture, clocks & art
Charles Jones – “Sheep in a Highland Valley” - ref 2007
A detailed and observation of a ram and sheep in a rough grass and heather valley with a mountainous backdrop,
observed by the meticulous and skilled hand of Charles Jones.
Charles Jones was a London painter of sheep, cattle and deer in landscape settings. He was of Welsh extraction, born near Cardiff and was
affectionately know as 'Sheep' Jones due to his skilful and realistic portrayal of sheep. It is the meticulousness of Jones' work which appeals
most to the contemporary imagination, with work of consistently high quality that was exhibited regularly at the Royal Academy and the
British Institution. Charles was also a regular exhibitor at Suffolk Street and the New Watercolour Society as well as various other venues and
a member of the Royal Cambrian Academy, Manchester and circa 1890 was awarded a gold medal at Crystal Palace. In addition to London,
Charles Jones work was seen far and wide at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, Manchester City Art Gallery, the Royal Society of British
Artists, Birmingham, the Royal Society of British Artists, the Royal Cambrian Academy, the Royal Hibernian Academy and the Royal Institute
of Painters in Watercolours among many others. Charles was a prolific and popular artist.

Provenance: Colonel and Mrs. Harry E. Stewart, Dallas, Texas thence by descent.
Price: £7,900
Artist & Painting: Charles Jones, (1836-1892) – “Sheep in a Highland Valley” – Signed with monogram and dated „85
(1885) lower right. Oil on canvas in a new English made swept and leafed frame. Further signed and
dated 'Charles Jones ARCA.1885.' (on the reverse).
Dimensions of canvas: 14” wide x 10” high, 37cm wide x 25cm high.
Restorations: The painting has been lightly cleaned.
Payment: Personal cheque drawn on a UK bank in £STG, bank transfer, Switch, Debit Cards, Visa,
MasterCard or American Express. Delivery to many parts of the UK is included in this price.
To proceed further: Please contact us by one of the following means:
 By telephone: 01565 745012 or mobile 07957 382381
 By e-mail: sales@millingtonadams.com. Please mention item reference: 2007.
We do not have retail premises; however we welcome customers to view by appointment.
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